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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Sakura Sushi from Ogden. Currently, there are 19 meals and
drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What User likes about Sakura Sushi:
It was a few times and it was great every time. The selection is diverse and the service is amazing. Each roll is

made after order and is fresh and tasty. I'm sure! Food: 5/5 read more. The restaurant and its premises are
wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather, you

can also sit outside and eat and drink. What User doesn't like about Sakura Sushi:
I'm sorry to say that was the worst sushi I've ever eaten. A roll had a retaste of the detergent, such as a bleach
odor. That was pretty worried. Your Las Vegas Roll was terrible. I hate to leave such a negative review, but it's
the truth. read more. The Sakura Sushi from Ogden provides various tasty seafood menus, Furthermore, the

drinks list in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive assortment of beers from the area and
from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try. It should not be forgotten that there is a comprehensive diversity

of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, At the bar, you can relax with a freshly tapped beer or other
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Gunka�
SPICY SALMON

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Drink�
SAKE

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

Sp�ia�-Nudel�
UDON

Ho� drink�
TEA

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

Japanes� specialtie�
BENTO

MISO SOUP

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
TUNA

SALMON

CHICKEN

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN TERIYAKI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-21:00
Tuesday 11:00-21:00
Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
Friday 11:00-22:00
Saturday 12:00-22:00
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